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Time-resolved experimental and computational study of two-photon laser-induced fluorescence
in a hydrogen plasma

H. W. P. van der Heijden, M. G. H. Boogaarts, S. Mazouffre, J. A. M. van der Mullen,* and D. C. Schram
Department of Applied Physics, Eindhoven University of Technology, P.O. Box 513, 5600 MB Eindhoven, The Netherland

~Received 2 November 1999!

The time profile of the fluorescence light emission of atomic hydrogen in an expanding plasma beam after
pulsed excitation with a nanosecond laser is studied, both experimentally and computationally. Ground state H
atoms in an expanding Ar-H cascaded arc plasma are excited to thep53 level using two-photon laser
excitation at 205 nm. The resulting fluorescence is resolved in time with a fast photomultiplier tube to
investigate the occurrence of quenching. A fluorescence decay time of~1060.5! ns is measured under all
circumstances, indicating that there is a completel mixing of thep53 sublevels. A time-resolved collisional
radiative model is developed to model pulsed laser induced fluorescence for a large range of plasma param-
eters. The model calculations agree well with the experimental results over the entire range of conditions and
indicate that two-photon LIF can strongly influence the local electron and ion densities, resulting in a ‘‘self-
quenching’’ of the laser-induced H fluorescence.

PACS number~s!: 52.40.Nk, 52.70.2m, 52.65.2y, 32.50.1d
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I. INTRODUCTION

Fluorescence from laser induced two-photon excitat
provides a powerful method to measure ground state de
ties of atoms or molecules with a large energy gap betw
ground and first excited state. The technique has found
portant applications in, among other things, combustion
low-temperature plasma research, and has been applied
variety of species@1–4#.

By measuring the fluorescence light emitted from the
cited state, a signal proportional to the ground state densi
obtained. If the decay of the excited level is purely govern
by radiative processes, the proportionality constant is in
pendent of plasma parameters and therefore needs to be
brated only once. The most common exception to this c
dition is formed by~electron! collision induced transitions
~quenching!. These result in a shorter lifetime of the excite
state and therefore a lower fluorescence signal. In orde
use two-photon laser induced fluorescence~LIF! as a means
to study ground state densities, it is necessary to not o
calibrate the fluorescence signal, but also to ascertain
absence of quenching. In this work the term quenching
used for the overall collision-induced~thus radiationless! de-
cay of the excited-state population, including both downw
and upward transitions~electron excitation!.

In our group, two-photon LIF is used to investigate t
density of H ground state atoms in an expanding casca
arc argon-hydrogen plasma, by two-photon excitation of
hydrogen ground state to thep53 state at 205 nm@1#. The
excitation is monitored by detection of the resulting fluore
cence on the Balmer-a transition at 656 nm. An overview o
this scheme is given in Fig. 1.

This article will discuss an experimental and compu
tional investigation of the occurrence of quenching of the

*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electr
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p53 state in the expanding plasma. In order to verify t
absence of quenching, the fluorescence radiation from th
→2 transition is measured as a function of time. By meas
ing the LIF decay time in the expanding plasma at differe
distances from the plasma source, a range of hydrogen
sities (101721020 m23) with electron densities betwee
10162231018 m23 has been investigated.

To be able to confirm the experimental results, a tim
dependent collisional radiative model~CRM! @5# has been
developed. The model describes the effects of laser indu
excitation of the ground state and ionization of the exci
states. Results from calculations for the experimental con
tions will be compared with experiments. In addition, t
model allows us to study the excitation kinetics of the h
drogen system in general, and the effects of two-photon
citation in particular, for a much wider range of plasma co
ditions. In an ideal LIF experiment, the amount of detec
fluorescence will be proportional to the ground state den

ic

FIG. 1. Scheme of the hydrogen two-photon excitation~solid
arrows! from 1s to 3s and 3d. The laser photons are also capable
ionizing excited H states~dashed arrows!. The Balmer-a 656 nm
fluorescence radiation is measured.
4402 © 2000 The American Physical Society
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n1. One of the aims of the model is to calculate under wh
plasma conditions this holds.

The experimental method and setup are described in d
in a separate paper@6#, therefore Sec. II gives only a sho
summary of the setup. Since we measure short signals
decay times of perhaps 10 ns or less if there is quenchin
special attention is given to the time-resolved diagnostics
Sec. III the experimental results are presented and discus
In Sec. IV the development of the time-resolved CRM
explained while Sec. V presents and discusses the re
from model calculations. Finally, some conclusions are giv
in Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENT

The cascaded arc plasma source has been extensivel
cussed in the literature@7–9#. In this work, the arc was op
erated at 40 A with 3 slm argon and 0.46 slm H2 flows. The
plasma expands from a nozzle into a roots-blower pum
vacuum vessel with a background pressure of 14 Pa. In
cascaded arc, the plasma is expected to burn on hydro
whereas argon is mainly present as a buffer gas. Due to
high power density in the cascaded arc, it is expected th
considerable part of H2 will be dissociated. The determina
tion of the dissociation degree is one of the main goals of
plasma beam H ground state density measurements tha
performed in our group@6,10#. The setup is constructed s
that the measurements can be made at varying position
the plasma beam. The electron densityne will drop substan-
tially as the plasma moves away from the nozzle while
electron temperatureTe is expected to remain close to 0
eV.

A frequency doubled Nd:YAG laser~Spectra-Physics
GCR230! is used to pump a tunable dye laser~Spectra-
Physics PDL-3! producing 615 nm light at 50 Hz. Part of th
dye laser light is frequency doubled in a KDP crystal a
then mixed with the remaining 615 nm light in a BBO crys
to obtain a 205 nm linearly polarized laser beam. The av
age laser pulse energy is measured using a calibrated p
meter at the beginning of the beam. Behind the plasma
uncalibrated UV sensitive SiC diode is placed in the beam
measure pulse energies on a shot by shot basis. The
typically produces 0.5 mJ, 5 ns pulses of tunable 205
radiation with a spectral bandwidth of 0.2 cm21. The laser
beam is focused into the plasma in a direction perpendic
to the expansion. Two lenses are positioned so that l
from the region where the laser beam is focused is ima
with a one-to-one ratio on a slit mask~width 0.4 mm! in a
direction again perpendicular to both the laser beam and
expansion axis. The light then passes through a Balmea
filter and enters the photomultiplier tube~PMT!.

The Hamamatsu R5783P-01 photosensor module, w
is based on the R5600P-01 ‘‘metal package’’ photomu
plier, has been used for all reported time-resolved meas
ments. The photomultiplier is very fast, has a gain of up
106, and is guaranteed to be linear within 1% for signals t
are up to 10 times stronger than those measured in this
vestigation.

Time-integrated measurements are done by measuring
photomultiplier output using a LeCroy 612A charge integ
tor. Time-resolved measurements are done on a Hew
h
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Packard HP54111D digitizing oscilloscope that is connec
to the PMT anode with a 50V coaxial cable. The oscillo-
scope samples at 1 GHz and has a bandwidth of 500 M
Figure 2 shows the averaged single photon response o
photosensor module as measured with the oscilloscope.
data has been used to deconvolute the measured fluores
decay data. The main peak has a full width at half maxim
~FWHM! of about 1.5 ns, significantly shorter than the flu
rescence decay time of 10 ns.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Even in the absence of quenching, it is not immediat
obvious what the radiatively governed decay time of the
p53 state should be. Due to two-photon selection rules
laser can only create excited 3s and 3d substates. The actua
fluorescence decay time now depends on the channels
de-excitation that are available to those substates. There
two general scenarios:~i! the substates remain isolated,
which case the 3s and 3d populations will decay with a
natural lifetime of 159 and 15.5 ns, respectively~see Table I
for a list of radiative transition frequencies and decay time!,
and ~ii ! there is a coupling between the 3s, 3p, and 3d
substates, so that these states will be mixed and popul
according to their respective statistical weights, and the
cay time will be the average radiative decay time of 10
Note that in the calculation of the averaged decay time
was assumed that the densities are sufficiently low to prev

FIG. 2. Averaged single photon response of the R5783P-01 p
tosensor module.

TABLE I. Radiative transition frequencies and lifetimes for th
p53 sublevels and average value of all sublevels@13#.

Transition A (108 s21) t(1029 s)

3s→2p 0.0631 158.5
3p→2s 0.2245 44.45
3p→1s 1.672 5.981
3d→2p 0.645 15.50
avg. 3→1,2 0.998 10.02
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4404 PRE 61H. W. P. VAN DER HEIJDENet al.
trapping of resonant Lyman radiation in the detection v
ume.

In Fig. 3 we present a typical deconvoluted observed
fluorescence signal. The measurement was done at 2
from the nozzle. After deconvolution, the decay time w
obtained using an exponential fit resulting in a value of 1
60.5 ns.

Figure 4 shows the result of a measurement of the fl
rescence decay time at various positions along the expan
symmetry axis. The decay times were again obtained
computer fits to the deconvoluted time-resolved signals.
errors in the values are about 0.5 ns.

The fact that a decay time of 10 ns is found indicates t
a fast mechanism exists that mixes the excited 3s, 3p, and
3d states so that allp53 substates are populated accordi
to statistical weights@scenario~ii !#. One might argue that the
natural decay time is in reality 15.5 ns~from the 3d→2p
transition! and that the observed fluorescence is quenche
10 ns, but this can be discarded since the same decay

FIG. 3. Comparison of the modeled response~solid curve! with
a deconvoluted measurement atz52 cm distance from the arc
nozzle ~diamonds!. The Gaussian function with a peak at 20
represents the modeled laser intensity~a.u.!.

FIG. 4. Fitted decay times of the deconvoluted time-resolv
fluorescence signals as a function of axial position.
-
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has been found for a large range of ground state and elec
densities. Close to the arc nozzle~positions 0–10 mm!, the
decay times seem to be slightly higher. This might be cau
by resonant Lyman-b radiation trapping in the plasma regio
with relatively high H density ('1021 m23). Otherwise all
decay times are near 10 ns, so the measurements sho
signs of quenching.

In the work of Preppernauet al. @11#, H p53 lifetime
measurements were performed, where hydrogen atoms
created by photodissociating C2H2. At low C2H2 pressures
~'10 mTorr! a lifetime of 15.761.5 ns— corresponding to
scenario~i! — was found using a computer fit, while at 15
mTorr the lifetime is close to 10 ns. The authors fit the e
perimental lifetime data with a model in which the coll
sional quenching effects are split up into a sublevel mix
rate and a rate for collisional deexcitation of allp53 sub-
levels. In our case, the sublevel mixing could be caused
unscreened electric fields that do not extend outside the
bye sphere or by the laser beam electric field, both of wh
are not considered in the model described in Ref.@11#.

IV. MODELING

A. Basic setup

As was discussed in Sec. II, it is expected that the c
caded arc plasma source dissociates a large part of the2
molecules. For the calculations we therefore assume tha
influence of laser induced excitation of hydrogen atoms
be adequately described by modeling the hydrogen ato
system and ion ground state only. It has been experimen
verified that the laser causes no significant H2 dissociation
@6#.

The basis of collisional radiative models is the partic
balance equation for the densitynp of atoms in levelp:

]np

]t
1¹•npwW 5 (

qÞp
~nqFqp2npFpq!, ~1!

wherewW is the flow velocity andFpq the total frequency of
transitions fromp to q, with p,q51,2, . . . ,m,1 ~ion!. Equa-
tion ~1! relates the temporal (]/]t) and spatial (¹) changes
in state density to the net result of all elementary populat
~positive term in the summation! and depopulation~negative
term! processes.

The frequencyFpq is generally given by

Fpq5neKpq1LpqApq , ~2!

with ne the electron density,Kpq the coefficient for electron
collision induced transitions~calculated following Vriens
and Smeets@12#!, Lpq the escape factor andApq (p.q) the
Einstein coefficient for a radiative transition@13#. Resonant
radiation trapping has not been included in the model, si
at typical hydrogen densities (,1021 m23) the photon mean
free path is several orders of magnitude larger than a typ
dimension of the detection volume, so allLpq’s are set to
unity.

A special case isK1q , which consists of two and thre
particle recombination parts with coefficientsK1q

(2) andK1q
(3),

respectively,
d
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neK1q5neK1q
(2)1ne

2K1q
(3) . ~3!

The number of levels described by the model is limit
using a cutoff procedure which is based on the analytic
well-known step-wise ionization-recombination process@5#.
The following subsection will discuss the implications of t
spatial term in Eq.~1!. After that, the description of the tem
poral laser interaction will be discussed.

B. Spatial effects

The main concern of this section has to do with the f
that only atoms in a very small part of the plasma~the exci-
tation volume! are excited, and that only a limited ‘‘slice’’ o
plasma is monitored for fluorescence~the detection volume!.
Figure 5 shows an overview of both the excitation and
detection volume. The smallest dimension in the detec
volume is the detection slit widthw ~0.4 mm! and in the
excitation volume it is the laser focus diameterd ~about 50
mm!. These dimensions are typically smaller by at least
order of magnitude than collisional free path lengths,
heavy particle collisions will play no role in the followin
discussion.

For the duration of the laser pulse~;5 ns!, all excited H
atoms are confined to the excitation volume, i.e., there is
significant out-flux of excited atoms and in-flux of groun
state atoms, as can be seen from the following argum
Using a worst-case temperature of 3000 K, the thermal
locity is AkT/mH553103 m/s. In 5 ns a distance of 25mm
is traveled, half the laser focus diameter. We therefore ign
the spatial term for at least the duration of the laser puls

After the laser pulse, the excited particles will continue
spread over an increasing volume due to the thermal mot
At thermal velocities, particles will start leaving the dete
tion volume after about 40–80 ns.

It is important to realize at this point that the fluorescen
signal is actually not proportional to the densityn3 of the
exited state, but to the number of excited particlesN3
5*Vd

n3dV in our detection volumeVd . Integrating Eq.~1!

FIG. 5. Overview of the excitation and detection volumes. T
plasma expands in thez direction. The relevant dimensions for th
excitation and detection volumes ared ~'0.05 mm! and w ~0.4
mm!, respectively.
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over the detection volume gives

]Np

]t
5 (

qÞp
~NqFqp2NpFpq!, ~4!

where we used*Vd
¹•npwW dV50 as long as the excited pa

ticles are confined to the detection volume. Equation~4! has
the same structure as Eq.~1! without the spatial term, which
effectively describes an infinite cross-section laser beam
an infinite detection volume. A solution for this simplifie
system is therefore appropriate for the description of a L
experiment. However, it is important to note thatFpq in Eq.
~4! still depends onne , as can be seen from Eq.~2!. In the
remainder of this section we will consider how the electr
and ion densities are affected.

As we shall see in Sec. V, the laser is capable of dra
cally increasing ion and electron densities, and it is import
for the modeling of the fluorescence decay to correctly
scribe the relaxation of the increased densities. Moreo
since the photoionization fromp52 only requires 3.4 eV
and the laser photons carry 6 eV, even the local elect
temperature will be affected. Equation~5! gives an expres-
sion for a weighed time-dependent electron temperature

Te~ t !5
ne~0!Te~0!1@ne~ t !2ne~0!#33eV

ne~ t !
, ~5!

with ne(0),Te(0) the initial electron density and temperatu
and using an average electron energy after photoionizatio
3 eV.

If the Debye lengthlD is much larger than a typical di
mension of the detection volume (w50.4 mm!, the electrons
leave this volume with the thermal velocityAkTe /me. In the
current plasma, withne,1019 m23, the opposite is the cas
so even withTe'3 eV for the new electrons,lD is only
severalmm and thus smaller than a typical detection dime
sion. The electrons will thus disappear at ion acoustic vel
ity AkTe /mH, with a characteristic time of between 3 n
~high energy electrons at 3 eV! and 10 ns~slow electrons at
0.3 eV!. In the calculations, an electron density decay time
5 ns has been used.

C. Temporal effects

In the preceding section we have seen that we can ign
the spatial terms except for the electron and ion densit
The system of density equations~4! can then be written as a
single matrix equation of the form

]

]t
nW 5M•nW , ~6!

with nW a vector of all densitiesn1•••n1 and

M pq5H Fqp , pÞq,

2(
rÞp

Fpr , p5q.
~7!

In the steady state~SS! approximation, the densitiesn1
and n1 have an imposed value@this can be easily incorpo
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rated in Eq.~6!# and all time derivatives are set to zero. T
SS density distribution is then calculated using a straight
ward matrix inversion.

For a time-dependent calculation of the effects of a sh
disturbance of the system~as caused by a laser pulse! we first
calculate the SS solutionn(t50). This solution is then used
as the initial condition for the differential equatio
(]/]t)nW (t)5M (t)•nW (t), which is solved using a fourth orde
Runge-Kutta method@14#. The time-dependence of matrixM
is discussed below.

In describing two-photon laser-induced hydrogen exc
tion, we make no distinction between 1s→3s and 1s→3d
transitions. As we have experimentally found, there is a
coupling between the 3s, 3p, and 3d levels, so that always
h3s5h3p5h3d , wherehx5nx /gx .

Laser-induced excitation of ground state atoms to thp
53 level introduces an additional term inF13 andF31. For a
two-photon transition this contribution is given by@15,16#

dF135
z13

(2)Pn

hn
G^I ~ t !&2 ~8!

and dF315(g1 /g3)dF13, with z13
(2) the two-photon excita-

tion cross section divided by the spectral line-width functi
and the two-photon statistical factor@m4 s21 W21#, n the
laser frequency,G a statistical factor that is generally 2 fo
dye lasers@15#, I the laser intensity@W m22# and Pn the
result of a convolution of laser and Doppler line profile
The value for z13

(2) is the weighted average ofz1s→3s
(2)

(2.42310218 cm4 s21 W21) and z1s→3d
(2) (18.3310218

cm4 s21 W21) @15,17#.
We also have to take laser induced ionization into acco

as a depopulation mechanism of the excited levels. The c
section for ionizationsp1 of level p for hydrogen atoms is
given as a function of the laser frequencyn by @18#

sp1~n!52.81531029 cm2 s23
1

n3p5
, ~9!

with contributions to the frequency matrix

dFp15
sp1^I ~ t !&

hn
. ~10!

This laser induced ionization needs to be included wh
dFp1.(Apq , and because of thep25 dependency, this only
holds for thep52,3 states, usingI max'109 W cm22.

To describe the changes in electron and ion densit
caused by effects discussed in the previous section, we
an extra term to the equation for the ion density

]n1

]t
5~M•nW !12

@n12n1~0!#

t
, ~11!

with n1(0) the steady state ion density andt55 ns the re-
laxation time. Finally, we can choose to keep the elect
density and ion density equal,ne(t)5n1(t), or allow the
electrons to escape instantaneously,ne(t)5ne(0), corre-
sponding to the cases oflD!w andlD@w, respectively.
r-

rt

-

st

.

nt
ss

n

s,
dd

n

D. Calculated values

The model described above allows us to plot the st
densities as a function of time. To be able to use the mode
predict the outcome of a typical two-photon LIF experime
where time-integrated LIF signals are recorded it is nec
sary to calculate a number that represents total integr
fluorescence yield.

The average number of fluorescence photons emitted
atom after laser excitationNg is given by@15#

Ng5
A32

n1~0!
E

0

`

@n3~ t !2n3~0!#dt, ~12!

with A32 the fluorescence transition probability. In an ide
LIF experiment, the amount of detected fluorescence will
proportional ton1. One of the aims of the model is to calcu
late under which plasma parameters this holds. The ave
number of photons per atom (Ng) is an important paramete
if we want to measure~relative! atomic densities in differen
parts of the plasma. The implication to the applicability
LIF is that the ratio of two independently obtained LIF si
nals is not necessarily equal to the ratio of the respectiv
ground state densities if the relevantNg values are not
known to be equal. Moreover, since the fluorescence usu
is calibrated to the ground state density using another pla
@6#, it is very important to know the behavior ofNg .

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Calibration of the model laser intensity

This section describes a few measurements that were d
to gain more knowledge about the laser pulse time pro
and peak intensity. The results of a measurement and a
culation of the hydrogen fluorescence yield as a function
the laser intensity will be compared to determine the act
average laser pulse intensity.

In order to experimentally obtain the average laser int
sity as a function of timeI (t), the temporal shape of th
profile was measured using a fast SiC photodiode. A sligh
asymmetrical Gaussian profile with a FWHM value of 5
60.3 ns was observed.

A frequency-tripled Nd:YAG pumped dye laser has
considerable spread in pulse energies, due to pulse to p
fluctuations. By measuring the pulse energy and the tim
integrated fluorescence signal pulse by pulse, it is possibl
use this spread to plot fluorescence signal as a functio
laser energy without actively adjusting the laser power. F
ure 6 shows the result from such a measurement with
average laser pulse energy of 0.5 mJ. The vertical distan
between the horizontal ticks give the standard deviation
the fluorescence signal, while the error bars signify the st
dard deviation in the mean of the fluorescence signal. T
average laser pulse energy and its standard deviation
given by the vertical lines. Figure 6 indicates that we a
operating not far from saturation.

A model calculation is used to find out what the corr
sponding laser intensity is. The calculations are made w
typical expansion plasma parametersn151020 m23, n1

5ne5231018 m23, and Te50.3 eV. Figure 7 shows the
calculatedNg values as a function of laser intensityI for the
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cases of disappearing laser generated electrons~solid curve!
and remaining electrons~dotted curve!. In the latter case, the
maximumNg value is significantly lower, because with su
ficiently high intensity the laser beam creates enough e
trons, through ionization of excited H atoms, to quench
excitedp53 density.

Up to I 5108 W cm22, Ng is proportional to I 2, for
higher laser intensitiesNg reaches a saturation value. Th
decrease at still higher intensities is caused by increa
competition of laser induced ionization of the excitedp53
states, thereby reducing the fluorescence quantum y
Comparing Fig. 6 to Fig. 7 we estimate that the effect
laser intensity under experimental conditions is abou
3108 W cm22.

B. Calculations

In Fig. 3 a comparison is shown between a modeled t
profile and an experimentally observed one. The mode

FIG. 6. Measured time-integrated fluorescence signal as a f
tion of laser pulse energy measured by a SiC diode. The ticks
error bars represent standard deviations in signal and mean si
respectively. The average laser pulse energy and its standard d
tion are given by the vertical lines.

FIG. 7. Ng as a function of laser intensity~log-log scale! for the
cases of disappearing laser generated electrons~solid curve! and
remaining electrons~dotted curve!. In the latter case, the maximum
Ng value is significantly lower. The inset shows the saturation
gion on a linear-linear scale.
c-
e

ed

ld.
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e
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response was calculated using parametersn151020 m23,
n15ne5231018 m23, andTe50.3 eV. The measuremen
was done at 2 cm from the nozzle. The modeled and m
sured temporal fluorescence shapes are in good agreem

Figure 8 shows the calculated relative populatio
(np /gp) of the first ten atomic H levels and the ion level
a function of time during and after pulsed laser excitation
the p53 level, for an initial ground-state densityn155
31019 m23 and electron densityne5n15231018 m23.
The electron temperature is taken to be 0.3 eV and the l
pulse has a maximum at the chosen timet520 ns. The left
and right graphs correspond to calculations with instan
disappearing electrons and remaining energetic electrons
spectively. In the latter case, the surplus electrons flow aw
with a characteristic time of 5 ns andTe is given by Eq.~5!.

The laser interaction causes a radical change in dens
through the entire atomic system, since a substantial pa
the ground state population is pumped to levelp53, and via
this level to other regions of the excitation space. One ben
of this effect is that the results of the calculation will not b
influenced strongly by an error in the steady state den
distribution at the start.

Note the significant increase in the ion density~a factor of
5!. The laser has therefore a profound, albeit temporary,
fluence on the local electron density. The calculation with
laser generated electrons shows similar time profiles for
ground state, the ion state, and the first two excited lev
and significantly lower~by at least an order of magnitude!
populations of the other excited levels. In the right graph,
temporarily increased electron density and temperature ra
the process of collisional excitation from thep<3 to thep
.3 levels.

Also note the difference in thep53 decay time for the
two situations. In the left graph the decay time is 10
purely governed by radiative processes, while in the ri
graph the decay is clearly much faster, resulting in a quen
ing of the fluorescence. As was explained in Sec. IV D, it
useful to use the model to calculate how the value ofNg
depends on the plasma parameters, so that we may deter
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FIG. 8. Relative populations (np /gp) of the first 10 hydrogen
levels and the ion state~1! as a function of time during and afte
pulsed laser excitation of thep53 level. In the graph on the left
the laser produced electrons disappear instantly while in the r
graph the electrons flow away with an imposed relaxation time o
ns. These electrons cause a notable quenching of the laser enh
p53 density.
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how well measurements in different parts of the plasma
be compared.

Assumingn15ne , we have three variablesne , n1, and
Te . The electron density was varied between 1017 and
1021 m23, the atom density between 1018 and 1022 m23 and
the electron temperature was 0.3 eV. Figure 9 shows
results of the calculations in the form of a contour plot f
again the case of disappearing~left! and remaining laser gen
erated electrons~right!.

Without laser generated electrons,Ng is constant for all
values ofn1 with ne,1020 m23. The decrease inNg for
n1.1020 m23 in the right graph is caused by a ‘‘sel
quenching’’ effect; the ion production becomes so lar
through photoionization, that the electron density increa
enough for electron collisions to become a major factor
the depopulation, even though the surplus electrons fl
away with a relaxation time of 5 ns.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we presented an experimental as well a
computational study on the effect of pulsed laser excitat
on a hydrogen plasma as is, e.g., the case in two-photon
experiments for the measurement of ground state H dens
We found no quenching of the Hp53 state in the time-
resolved fluorescence measurements in the expanding
caded arc plasma. The fact that we found a constant de
time of 10 ns, indicates the existence of anl-mixing mecha-
nism in the expanding plasma. There is good agreement
tween the shapes of the measured and calculated t
resolved fluorescence of thep53 level, which indicates tha
~1! the laser intensity time-profile was modeled accurat

FIG. 9. Contour plots of the calculatedNg as function ofn1

5ne andn1, for Te50.3 eV with instantly disappearing laser ge
erated electrons~left! and slowly flowing electrons, with characte
istic decay time 5 ns,~right!. If n1 is higher than 1020 m23 the laser
produces enough electrons to quench the laser enhancedp53 den-
sity, thereby reducing theNg value.
n
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enough,~2! the deconvolution procedure works adequat
as well, and~3! the fluorescence signal shape is not ve
dependent on the exact initialp53 population.

Model calculations indicate that a potential problem f
the diagnostic application of two-photon LIF for the me
surement of atomic H densities is self-quenching, i
quenching of the laser excited states by electrons that w
created through laser induced ionization. It is especially
portant to consider this effect since two-photon LIF is us
ally thought of as a nonintrusive technique.

As was mentioned before, an important parameter is
ratio between the plasma Debye length and a character
length of the detection volume. If this ratio is much larg
than one, the created energetic electrons can quickly sp
from the excitation volume over the entire Debye sphere
that the additional density in the detection volume is
duced. The ions will not spread so quickly, but since reco
bination is a relatively slow process, an increased ion den
does not affect the excitation kinetics much.

If the Debye length is much smaller than the small
dimension of the detection volume, the laser-freed electr
will stay around the excited atoms in the excitation volum
and might seriously interfere with the fluorescence signal
causing extra collisional depopulation. Our calculatio
show that, with a laser intensity of 43108 W cm22, this
happens atn1.1020 m23. Since this value for the laser in
tensity is a realistic one in the case of nonattenuated focu
laser beams, it is strongly recommended to work with mo
erate laser intensities. In the case of two-photon LIF m
surements in H this should certainly be feasible consider
the relatively strong two-photon cross sections. Moreov
the occurrence of~self-! quenching can be readily checked
a time-resolved LIF experiment since the fluorescence qu
tum yield is directly proportional to the life time of the ex
cited state.
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